DESERT SUNRISE……by Susie
From BATIK TEXTILES
FABRIC

REQUIREMENTS:

#2833---2 ¼ yards
#2834---1 ¼ yards
#2835---1 ½ yards
#2836---1 ½ yards
#133 ---1/2 yard
#8645B–-1 yard
#6021B —1 yard (binding and
star points)
#7011B---1 yard (squares
and 1st stopper/border)

76”X96”
Cutting: Cut all these at 2” strips X WOF. Based on 40”wide
#2833---11 strips @ 2”and 1 strip @ 5”*
… sub-cut into 48 rectangles- 2” X 3 ½”
48 rectangles - 2” X 5”
16 squares- 2” X 2”
* 4 squares @ 5”X5”
also 8 strips @ 6 ½”---2nd Border
#2834----20 strips @ 2” ”
sub-cut into 96 2” X 8” rectangles and 48-2” X 2” sq.
*#2835 ---22 strips@ of *each fabric @ 2”
and
for each: sub-cut into 24 rectangles 2” X 6 ½”
*#2836
24 rectangle 2” X 8”
24 rectangles 2” X 9 ½”
24 rectangles 2” X 11”
Note: Cut the 9 ½” and the 11” off the same
strip- less waste.
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Cutting Continued.........
#133 - 8 strips @ 2”
sub-cut into 48 squares -2” X 2”
48 rectangles- 2” X 3 ½”
#8645B - 14 strips @ 2”
sub-cut into 48 rectangles- 2” X 5”
48 rectangles – 2” X 6 ½”
#6021B - 5 strips @ 2”
sub-cut into 96 squares -2” X 2”
1 strip @ 5”—cut into 4-- 5”squares
the remainder of this fabric is used for Binding
#7011B – 3 strips @ 2”
sub-cut into 48 squares 2” X 2”
8 strips @ 1 ½”---stopper
.
1 strip @ 3 ½”---cut into 4---3 ½” squares

Preparing #2834 for Star Points (using #6021B)
Sew on this line/ trim
Press out.

Working with the 96—2” X 8 (#2834)
rectangles:
#2834

48 pcs

#2834
48 pcs

Separate into 2 stacks-all right side up.
Take the #6021B- 2” squares-place themone on each top fabric in each stack.
Draw diagonal lines in opposite
directions from each other. Sew on this
line. Trim to ¼ inch and press out.

Keep these in separated stacks.
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#1:Construct 24 LOG CABIN block “sections” in the following
order:
#7011B (2”X2” ) #133 (2”X2”and 2”X3 ½”)#2833 (2”X3 ½”and 2”X5”)
#8645B (2”X5”and 2”X6 ½”) #2835 (2”X6 ½” and 2”X8”) #2834 ( 2”X8” and
completed 2”X9 ½” as shown below) with star points added as shown
below/ end with #2836.(2”X9 ½” and 2”X11”)
#2:Construct 24 LOG CABIN block “sections” in the following
order: (Using same measurement progression as in step #1.)
#7011B/#133/ #2833/#8645B/#2836/ #2834 completed with star points
added as shown below/end with #2835.

Sew together to make STAR POINTS
2”X2”
#2834

2”X8”
#2834

2”X2” + 2”X8”= 2”X9 ½”

2”X8”
#2834

Section ending
with #2835
Section ending
with #2836

Section ending
with #2835

Section ending
with #2836

NOTE:
EACH BLOCK is made up of 4
LogCabin“sections”.
2 sections have their last
fabric as #2835 and 2 end
with #2836.
The quilt is 3 BLOCKS
across and 4 BLOCKS down.

This Diagram shows 2 Blockssewn together. Each Block has 4
Log Cabin “sections”
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After sewing all “sections” together to form BLOCKS (12
total)………..
LAYOUT BLOCKS according to Diagram. Sew rows together…nestling
seams. Press well.
1st BORDER: working with the 8 strips of #7011B cut at 1 ½”:
Piece all together to equal 1 long strip. Fold in half lengthwise and press well. This will be a Folded Flap border and it does not add
any measurement to the quilt.
Measure your quilt top from top to bottom-THRU THE CENTER of the quilt.
Cut 2 pieces from your folded strip this measurement.
With raw edges together-pin ends to the top and bottom corners-easing
evenly if needed. Sew using a scant ¼”-sew one to each side of your quilt
top- from top to bottom.DO NOT PRESS OUT! This lays on top of the quilt top
and gets “sandwiched” in between the quilt top and next border.
Now measure from side to side thru the center of the quilt. Cut 2
pieces of the folded strip this measurement.Pin and ease if needed. Sew 1
to the top and 1 to the bottom-matching raw edges in the same way as with
the sides. The 4 corners will lay on top/overlap the 2 side folded strips.
2nd BORDER: Using the same measurement from 1st Border-sides….
and working with the 6 ½” strips of #2833-Piece together 2 strips to equal your side measurements.
RST-sew one to each side-sandwiching the 1st border in between.
PRESS OUT.
Before piecing top and bottom strips-construct CORNER BLOCKS.

Construction of CORNER BLOCKS:
You will need 8-half square triangles per CORNER BLOCK (Total of 32.)
I use the QUILT IN A DAY METHOD but you can use what ever way you choose.
6 ½”X6 ½”
Center 3 ½”X 3 ½” square
#7011B
2”-UNFINISHED/ 1 ½”
FINISHED -Half-square
triangles (#2833 and
#6021B)
2”X2” squares
#2833
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Construction Of Corner Blocks continued:
Quilt In A Day method:
Take the 4—--5”squares from #6021B and #2833. Pair them up-one with the
other…and RST –pin together. Draw a line from each corner to the otherDIAGONALLY. Sew ¼” on both sides of lines/ Set on cutting mat and do not
move or pick up fabric. Cut apart following Diagram Below. Using the
Triangle Square Up Ruler from Quilt In A Day- square up all to 2”.Press
triangles open to make the squares. Each square yields 8—half-square
triangles.
Draw line –stitch ¼” on both sides
of lines.Cut on these 2 lines.
Measure exact center and cut
horizontally and vertically using
ruler.

Sew the Half-square triangles together in pairs as shown on
Diagram –(bottom of page #4.) Lay out these pairs, the 3 ½”
#7011B squares- and the 2” #2833 squares to form each corner
block as shown. Corner Block should measure 6 ½” square. When
sewing on to border/corners- try not to loose your points.
Using the measurement for the “Folded Flap” 1st Border-TOP
and BOTTOM-- piece the top and bottom 2nd Border together to this
measurement. Sew a corner block to each end. Pin top and bottom
border to Quilt –easing to fit. Sew. Press out.
This method of measuring your quilt thru the center of the
quilt for borders and easing to fit that center measurement,
“Squares up” your quilt and prevents “Potato Chip” borders.
(wavey)
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LAYOUT DIAGRAM

